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With FCPX Energy, users can access a whole library of fast paced graphics and effects to liven up their
projects

By L. Silver
Dec. 3, 2020

Aliso Viejo, California — Pixel Film studios recently added dozens of new
graphics and effects to the popular plugin FCPX Energy, now available on
the company’s store. Users will be able to access over 275 unique

presets. With free updates including the latest November 2020 update, as
well as customizable options for every preset, creators will never run out
of ways to add an energetic twist to their projects.
“FCPX Energy is a great plugin for anyone hoping to liven up their video
projects,” said Lynn Silver, Media Manager of Pixel Film Studios. “Every
preset is hand designed to add energy with chaotic shapes, lines and
animations.”

With the huge array of customization options included for every preset,
users can adjust everything from glow, to scale, to animation

Several Categories to Choose From
Categories include Edge from the November 2020 update, Bars, Filters
and Overlays, Flash, Flicker, Glitch, Lines, Panels, Radial Flicker, Retro,
Vortex, Zoom, Urban Overlays, and more. And with the ability to combine

or customize presets, the possibilities are endless.
Drag, Drop, and Position with Simple On-Screen Controls
With simple controls, users will simply need to choose their desired
preset from the Titles menu, and drag it above their footage in the
timeline. Then, in the inspector, users can customize the Shape, Color,
Outline, Scale, Glow, and more to make the preset truly unique.
Special tools are also included such as Effects and Adjustment Layers.
And with fast rendering times for every preset, users can combine
graphics and effects without fear of excessive lag or delay.

Stacking the presets will create even more chaotic energy across users’
footage

Free Future Updates
FCPX Energy will continue to grow with future updates.
At a fixed price of $29.95, FCPX Energy is available now at
pixelfilmstudios.com. Additional product information, including system
requirements, can be found on the product page here.
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Established in 2006, Aliso Viejo, California-based Pixel Film Studios is an
innovative developer of visual effects tools for the post-production and
broadcast community. Their products are integrated with popular nonlinear editing and compositing products from Apple FCPX. Apple, the
Apple logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade
names are the property of their respective owners.
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